
1 Pronunciation and Spelling

1.1 Vowels

People who speak Cebuano or Filipino as their mother tongue

may have trouble pronouncing and spelling Manobo.

When we write Manobo we use seven basic vowels: a, ae, e, /,

o, w, ue. But there are two additional vowels: ey, which is similar to e

but longer, and iy, which is similar to / but longer.

Cebuano is written with five vowels: a, e, /, o, w. Only three

sounds are actually ever pronounced, however, because e and /' are

pronounced as the same sound, and o and w are pronounced as the

same sound.

Manobo has these three same vowel sounds as Cebuano. We
write them with a, i and m. We cannot write the sound u with o, or the

sound / with e, like Cebuano, because in Manobo the letters o and e

are used to represent DIFFERENT sounds.

The following is a table to help you pronounce and spell

Manobo words. Non-Manobo words such as English words are

included to guide you, but you must be careful. There are many
different ways to pronounce English! The best way to learn to

pronounce Manobo words correctly is to ask a native speaker of

Manobo to say the Manobo words for you. The pronunciation guide

should only be used if you cannot fmd a native speaker ofManobo.

The pronunciation guide should be used with a native speaker of

English.



Table 1 Vowel Chart

Vowels



1.2 Glottal Stop

One 'sound' is not always written. That is the glottal stop. The

glottal stop is the 'catch in the throat' between the uh and the oh of

the English uh-oh or the way some English speakers pronounce the tt

in words like button.

In Manobo, we do not write the glottal stop when it is at the

beginning of a word, as in abaga 'shoulder', or when it is between

vowels, as in baaw (pronounced ba-aw) 'trail food'. We do write

glottal stop with a dash (-) when it is after a consonant, as in agid-id

'body-dirt', or when it is between two vowels and one of the vowel

sounds is written with two letters {ae or ue\ as in a-ae 'for a boar to

pant'. In this dictionary, the glottal stop is also written with a grave

accent (') when it is at the end of a word, as in baka 'jaw'. The word

looks like it ends with a vowel but it really ends in a glottal stop. If

you do not write the glottal stop, then it may be difficult to tell if the

word is baka 'cow' or baka 'jaw'.

1.3 Stress

Stress in Manobo words is usually a longer syllable with a

slightly louder volume. Stress is very important in Manobo in telling

words apart. Therefore, stress is written in this dictionary. We write it

with an apostrophe (*) before the stressed syllable. For example, the

only difference between *hilu 'thread' and hi'lu 'poison', is stress. In

the first word, the first syllable is stressed. In the second word, the

second syllable is stressed.



1.4 Consonants

The sixteen consonants ofManobo are spelled with the

following letters:

Table 2 Consonant Chart

Consonants
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